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Results of Operations for the period 

 

  Period Period  

 Note 01.01-30.09.08 01.01-30.09.07 01.07-30.09.08 01.07-30.09.07 

Turnover 11 13.121.702,92 12.237.370,90 4.560.497,64 4.462.272,15 

Cost of sold items 13 8.677.035,58 8.223.716,61 3.055.189,09 2.871.574,28 

Gross profit  4.444.667,34 4.013.654,29 1.505.308,55 1.590.697,87 

Other operational incomes 12 146.566,92 170.307,29 82.015,68 17.192,86 

Expenses of administrative 

operation 13 463.883,03 536.215,58 130.397,79 182.130,69 

Expenses of sales’ operation 13 2.350.036,15 2.103.830,00 870.319,83 803.451,39 

Other operational expenses   81.305,00 84.676,92 38.116,07 47.098,84 

Operational results  1.696.010,08 1.459.239,08 548.490,54 575.209,81 

Financial incomes  2.213,13 1.063,94 876,67 6,38 

Financial expenses 13 82.381,54 54.027,86 26.958,53 24.075,20 

Profits before taxes  1.615.841,67 1.406.275,16 522.408,68 551.140,99 

Income tax 14 406.244,32 355.215,12 130.602,17 137.785,25 

Profits after taxes  1.209.597,35 1.051.060,04 391.806,51 413.355,74 

      

Distributed to:      

Company shareholders                                1.209.597,35 1.051.060,04 391.806,51 413.355,74 

      

Basic profits per share  0,161 0,140 0,052 0,055 
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Balance sheet 

 

  Balances 

Non-circulating assets Note 30.09.08 31.12.07 

Own-used tangible fixed assets 1 6.633.297,60 6.734.042,05 

Intangible fixed assets 2 13.233,02 21.904,12 

Other non-circulating assets  30.068,81 26.518,81 

Total of non-circulating assets 6.676.599.43 6.676.599,43 

Circulating assets    

Reserves 4 1.645.356,35 2.184.844,50 

Demands from customers 5 8.511.431,41 8.979.896,13 

Other demands 6 453.800,87 397.292,86 

Cash flows and equivalents 7 240.436,56 251.952,49 

Total of circulating assets  10.851.025,19 11.813.985,98 

Total of assets  17.527.624,62 18.596.450,96 

    

Capital stock 8 3.825.000,00 3.825.000,00 

Reserves above par 8 3.293.857,69 3.293.857,69 

Other reserves 8 772.965,18 687.965,18 

Balance of profits carried forward 8 5.732.571,44 5.357.974,09 

Revaluation differences  8 89.524,90 89.524,90 

Net worth total  13.713.919,21 13.254.321,86 

    

Obligations for provisions due to retirements 80.000.00 80.000,00 

Postponed tax obligations 3 68.370,73 44.423,47 

Other projections  100.000,00 100.000,00 

Total of non-current obligations  248.370,73 224.423,47 

    

Short-term loans 9 1.020.828,90 2.435.622,58 

Current income tax  598.765,91 577.250,25 

Suppliers and other obligations 10 1.945.739,87 2.104.832,80 

Total of current obligations  3.565.334,68 5.117.705,63 

Total of net worth and obligations  17.527.624,62 18.596.450,96 
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           List of changes in Equity Capitals  

 

 Above par Regular Other Revaluation Balance  

 
Capital 

stock difference reserve reserves difference 
carried 

forward Total 
 

Balance of equity capitals on 01.01.2007 3.825.00,00 3.293.857,69 423.000,00 199.965,18 89.524,90 4.269.133,86 12.100.481,63 

Change in the equity capitals for the period        

between 01.01.07 and 30.09.2007        

Allocation of profits for 2006 accounting 

period   65.000,00   -65.000,00 0,00 

Net results for the accounting period      1.051.060,04 1.051.060,04 

Payable dividends            -525.000,00 -525.000,00 

Balance of equity capitals on 30.09.2007 3.825.000,00 3.293.857,69 488.000,00 199.965,18 89.524,90 4.730.193,90 12.626.541,67 

 

Balance of equity capitals on 01.01.2008 3.825.000,00 3.293.857,69 488.000,00 199.965,18 89.524,90 5.357.974,09 13.254.321,86 

Change in the equity capitals for the period        

01.01.08 until 30.09.2008        

Allocation of profits for 2007 accounting 

period   85.000,00   -85.000,00 0,00 

Net results for the accounting period      1.209.597,35 1.209.597,35 

Payable dividends            -750.000,00 -750.000,00 

Balance of equity capitals on 30.09.2008 3.825.000,00 3.293.857,69 573.000,00 199.965,18 89.524,90 5.732.571,44 13.713,919,21 
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Cash flow statement 

 

          01.01-30.09.2008          01.01-30.09.2007 

Operational activities   

Profits before taxes (continued activities) 1.615.841,67 1.406.275,16 

Plus / minus adjustments for:   

Amortizations 190.782,11 214.101,54 

Projections  80.000,00 80.000,00 

Results (incomes, expenses, profits and losses) of the 

investing activities   

Debit interest and relative expenses 82.381,54 54.027,86 

Plus/ minus adjustments for changes in the working 

capital accounts, or related to the operational 

activities:   

Decrease / (increase) of reserves 539.488,15 -691.089,48 

Decrease / (increase) of demands 328.406,71 -568.341,82 

(Decrease) / increase of obligations (apart from banks) -159.428,93 -193.967,47 

Minus:    

Debit interest and relative expenses paid -77.095,17 -32.644,69 

Paid taxes -360.781,40 -334.430,92 

Total of inflows / (outflows) from operational 

activities (a) 2.239.594,68 -66.069,82 

Investing activities   

Purchase of tangible and intangible fixed assets -81.366,56 -254.014,62 

Collected interest 2.213,13 1.063,94 

Total of inflows / (outflows) from investing activities 

(b) -79.153,43 -252.950,68 

Financing activities   

Collections from issued / undertaken loans 0,00 418.619,04 

Loan payments -1.422.293,18 0,00 

Paid dividends  -749.664,00 -524.808,34 

Total of inflows / (outflows) from financing activities 

(c) -2.171.957,18 -106.189,30 

  Net increase / (decrease) in cash available and 

equivalents for the period (a) + (b) + (c) -11.515,93 -425.209,80 

Cash available and equivalents at the start of the 

period 251.952,49 563.373,69 

Cash available and equivalents at the end of the 

period 240.436,56 138.163,89 
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General information 

The “STELIOS KANAKIS S.A.” company is a purely commercial company, active in the area 

of raw materials for pastry, bakery and ice-cream production activities.  The products 

represented, distributed and handled are imported from countries of West Europe, mainly from 

France, Belgium, Germany, Denmark and Italy.  The facilities and the registered seat of the 

Company are located in the Municipality of Acharnes, 4 Anemonis Street, postcode: 136 71.  

The company has been set up as a Societe Anonyme; the address of its website is 

www.stelioskanakis.gr and the company has been registered in Athens Stock Market.   

 

Drafting framework for the financial statements 

The concise interim financial statements regarding the nine-month period of 2008 for the 

company (01.01.08 – 30.09.08) have been prepared in accordance to the International Financial 

Reporting Standards (hereinafter IFRS), adopted by the European Union, and follow the 

International Accounting Standard (IAS) 34, in regards to interim financial statements.  The 

interim financial statements have been approved for publication, by the company’s Board of 

Directors, during its meeting on 14/11/2008. For the preparation of the interim financial 

statements of 30/09/2008, the accounting principles applicable on 31/12/2007 have been applied.  

Important note:  The preparation of the financial statements in accordance to the generally 

acceptable accounting principles requires the use of calculations and assumptions that affect the 

stated amounts of assets and obligations, the notification of any requirements and obligations on 

the date of the financial statements, as well as the stated amounts of incomes and expenses 

during the period stated.  Despite the fact that these calculations are based on the best possible 

knowledge of the Company’s administration, in relation to the current conditions and actions, the 

real results may be different than those calculations. 
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The significant accounting principles 

 

Tangible fixed assets  

The real property (land and buildings) are evaluated at their fair value, which is performed every 

four (4) years, at least, by independent evaluators.  The remaining tangible fixed assets are 

evaluated at their acquisition cost, minus the accumulated amortizations and any depreciation 

losses. The increases in the accounting value of the tangible assets, resulting from readjustments 

in the fair value are registered in the reserves of the equity capitals.  Any reductions in the 

accounting value are performed by reducing the reserves, if there was such as reserve formed in 

the past, for the same asset. Any reductions above the value of the reserve, as well as any 

reductions in the accounting value of the assets, for which there is no readjustment reserve, are 

registered in the results as an expense.  

The difference between the amortizations performed over the readjusted value of the tangible 

assets, which are also registered in the expenses of the amortizations based on the acquisition 

cost of the tangible assets, is transferred from the readjustment reserve to the profits carried 

forward, through their full amortization or sale.  

 

The value of the fields – properties cannot be amortized; the amortizations of the other elements 

of the tangible assets are calculated with the fixed method during their useful life, which is as 

follows: 

 

- Buildings 45 – 55 Years 

- Mechanical equipment  6-8 Years 

- Vehicles 8-10 Years 

- Other equipment 4-6 Years 

  

The residual values and the useful lives of the tangible fixed assets are subjected to re-

examination in each annual Balance Sheet. 

The registration of additions, in the company books, is performed at the acquisition cost, which 

shall include all directly related expenses for the acquisition of the elements.   
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Later expenses shall be registered by increasing the accounting value of the tangible fixed assets, 

only if it is estimated that future financial benefits shall result for the company, and that their 

cost can be credibly evaluated.  Any repairs and maintenances, when performed, are registered 

against the results of operations.  

 

 Intangible fixed assets 

The software licenses are evaluated at their acquisition cost, minus the amortizations.  The 

amortizations are performed with the fixed method during the useful life of these elements, 

which varies between 4-5 years. 

 

Postponed income tax 

The postponed income tax is defined by the liability method resulting by the temporary 

differences between the accounting value and the tax base of the assets and obligations.   

The postponed tax is defined by the tax coefficients applicable on the date of the Balance Sheet.   

The postponed tax demands are projected at the degree where a future tax profit will be present, 

for the use of the temporary difference creating the postponed tax demand.  

 

Reserves 

The reserves are evaluated at the lowest value between the acquisition cost and the clear 

liquidating value. The acquisition cost is defined by the method of the weighted average term. 

The lending cost is not included in the acquisition cost of the reserves. The net liquidating value 

is estimated in accordance to the current sale prices of the reserves in the context of the usual 

activity, after deducting any sales expenses, according to each individual case.   
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Demands from customers 

The demands from customers are initially registered at their fair value.  The depreciation 

damages (losses from unsafe demands) are acknowledged when there is objective proof that the 

company is not in the position to collect all due amounts, in accordance to the contractual terms.  

The depreciation damage amount is registered as an expense in the results. 

 

Cash flows and equivalents 

The cash reserves and cash equivalents include cash, demand deposits and short-term, for up to 3 

months, investments, of high liquidity and low risk.   

 

Exchanges in foreign currency 

Any exchanges noted in a foreign currency shall be converted to Euro, based on the exchange 

rate valid on the transaction date.  During the preparation of the financial statements, the 

currency assets and obligations, noted in a foreign currency, are converted to Euro, based on the 

exchange rate valid on this date.  The exchange differences resulting from this conversion shall 

burden the results of the closing accounting period.  

 

Capital stock 

The equity shares are registered in the equity capitals. Direct costs for issuing shares are 

presented after deducting the relative income tax, through the reduction of the issuing product.  

Direct costs related to the issuing of shares for the acquisition of businesses are included in the 

acquisition cost of the business to be acquired.  

 

The acquisition cost of the equity shares, reduced through the application of the income tax (per 

instance), is noted and deducted from the equity capitals of the company, until the equity shares 

are sold or revoked.  Every profit or damage resulting from a sale of equity shares (cleared from 

any costs related to the transaction and from the income tax, if necessary), appears as a reserve in 

the equity capitals. 
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Dividends  

The payable dividends are noted as an obligation on the time they were approved by the Regular 

General Assembly of the shareholders.  

 

Provisions to personnel 

The obligation of the company before the individuals receiving a wage from it, in regards to the 

future payment of provisions, depending on each person’s years of service, is included and 

presented in accordance to the earned right of each employee, expected to be paid on the date of 

the balance sheet.      

 

Projections  

The projections for the restoration of the environment, the restructuring costs and any 

indemnifications are included when:   

a) There is a current lawful or inferred commitment as a result of past events.  

b) It is possible to require an outflow of resources in order to settle the commitment.  

c) The required amount can be credibly evaluated.  

 

Financial tools  

The basic financial tools of the company are cash, bank deposits and short-term demands and 

obligations.  Due to the short-term nature of these elements, the Administration of the company 

believes that their fair value is identical to the value noted in the accounting books.  

 

Acknowledging incomes 

The incomes include the fair value of the sold items and provided services, cleared from 

retrievable taxes, discounts and returns. The acknowledgement of the incomes is effectuated via 

the following manner: 
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(a)  Sales of goods 

The sales of goods are acknowledged when the company delivers the goods to the customers, the 

goods are then acceptable by them and the collection of the demand is reasonably ensured.  

 (b)  Provision of services 

The incomes from the provisions of services are accounted on the basis of the service completion 

stage, in relation to its estimated total cost. 

 

Important Accounting Assessments and judgments  

The management assessments and judgements are under continuous re-examination, based on the 

historical data and expectations for the future events that are considered reasonable in 

accordance to current data. The assessments and assumptions that may result to adjusting the 

accounting values of the assets and obligations for the immediate coming years mainly involve 

unaudited tax accounting periods.  

 

The obligations in regards to expected taxes after audit are acknowledged on the basis of 

assessments supported on previous audits.  When the final result of the audit is different from the 

one initially acknowledged, the difference shall burden the income tax of the relative accounting 

period.  

 

Unaudited tax accounting periods:  These refer to the 2005 – 2006 – 2007 accounting periods. 

The determination of the tax that may result from the tax audit, even though it is uncertain, is 

estimated to be insignificant in comparison to the figures of the company.  
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Information per section 

The company has been active in Greece and Cyprus.  The company allocates its 

commodities through its own distribution network for the district of Attica, and through 

dealers for the rest of Greece.  The sales of the company, through its private network and 

dealers are as follows: 

 
30/9/2008          

  Sales 

                  Cost  

of Sold items Gross profit %    

Wholesalers  4.700.895,58 3.135.254,59 1.565.640,99 33,31 

Network 8.420.807,34 5.541.780,99 2.879.026,35 34,19 

Total 13.121.702,92 8.677.035,58 4.444.667,34 33,87 

 

  30/9/2007          

  Sales Cost of sold items Gross profit %    

Wholesalers  4.483.538,12 3.023.976,15 1.459.561,97 32,55 

Network 7.753.832,78 5.199.740,46 2.554.092,32 32,94 

Total 12.237.370,90 8.223.716,61 4.013.654,29 32,80 

 
                

 

 

The sales per geographical periphery are as follows: 

  PERIPHERIES  30/9/2008    30/9/2007     
1 ATTICA 5.951.750,55 5.841.885,19  
2 PELOPONNESUS  1.288.590,52 1.214.495,43  
3 STEREA  726.703,00 682.882,31  
4 THESSALY 775.964,22 686.123,43  
5 MACEDONIA 2.478.257,11 1.946.653,52  
6 THRACE 266.027,16 244.150,48  
7 EPIRUS 223.837,41 207.798,29  
8 CRETE 517.671,25 476.481,57  
9 AEGEAN ISLANDS 737.969,27 717.588,63  
10 IONIAN ISLANDS 104.037,32 88.704,65  
11 CYPRUS - EXPORTS 50.895,11 130.607,40  

  TOTAL 13.121.702,92 12.237.370,90     
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Notes on the financial statements 

1. Facilities, plant and equipment  

The changes in the fixed assets during the period 01.01.08 – 30.09.08 and during the 

period 01.01.07 – 30.09.07 are noted below: 

  

Value of acquisition 

or evaluation 

Fields – 

land 

property 
Buildings - 

Facilities 

Mechanica

l 

equipment  
Other fixed 

assets 

Capital 

commitments 

under way Total 
Inventory on 

01.01.2008 2.716.099,00 3.513.949,64 550.473,49 1.238.482,45 0,00 8.019.004,58 

Additions 30.612,48 680,00 0,00 47.574,08 0,00 78.866,56 

Reductions  0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 

Balance on 30.09.2008 2.746.711,48 3.514.629,64 550.473,49 1.286.056,53 0,00 8.097.871,14 

       

Accumulated 

amortizations        

Inventory on 

01.01.2008 0,00 173.358,95 390.501,22 721.102,36 0,00 1.284.962,53 

Additions 0,00 52.700,82 31.553,89 95.356,30 0,00 179.611,01 

Reductions  0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 

Balance on 30.09.2008 0,00 226.059,77 422.055,11 816.458,66 0,00 1.464.573,54 

       

Unamortized value       

On 01.01.2008 2.716.099,00 3.340.590,69 159.972,27 517.380,09 0,00 6.734.042,05 

On 30.09.2008 2.746.711,48 3.288.569,87 128.418,38 469.597,87 0,00 6.633.297,60 

       

Inventory on 

01.01.2007 2.716.099,00 1.800.925,11 457.121,34 1.015.647,49 1.736.891,07 7.726.684,01 

Additions 0,00 1.681.653,15 92.964,85 210.095,08 0,00 1.984.713,08 

Reductions  0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 -1.736.891,07 -1.736.891,07 

Balance on 30.09.2007 2.716.099,00 3.482.578,26 550.086,19 1.225.742,57 0,00 7.974.506,02 

       

Accumulated 

amortizations        

Inventory on 

01.01.2007 0,00 108.033,50 322.968,56 592.250,40 0,00 1.023.252,46 

Additions 0,00 47.393,63 56.597,63 95.398,93 0,00 199.390,19 

Reductions  0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 

Balance on 30.09.2007 0,00 155.427,13 379.566,19 687.649,33 0,00 1.222.642,65 

       

Unamortized value       

On 01.01.2007 2.716.099,00 1.692.891,61 134.152,78 423.397,09 1.736.891,07 6.703.431,55 

On 30.09.2007 2.716.099,00 3.327.151,13 170.520,00 538.093,24 0,00 6.751.863,37 
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The amortizations for the period 01.01.08 up to 30.09.08 reached the amount of 

€190.782,11 (tangible €179.611,01 and intangible €11.171,10) and burdened with 

€6.182,35 the expenses for administrational operation and with €184.599,76 the expenses 

of the distribution operation expenses. 

 No tangible liens have been placed on the fixed assets of the company. 

 

2. Intangible fixed assets 

The changes in the intangible fixed assets are noted below; their balance refers 

completely to software used, for the periods between 01.01.08 - 30.09.08 and 01.01.07 - 

30.09.07  

 

 

Value of acquisition or 

evaluation Software 
Inventory on 01.01.2008 101.164,80 

Additions 2.500,00 

Reductions  0,00 

Balance on 30.09.2008 103.664,80 

Accumulated amortizations   

Inventory on 01.01.2008 79.260,68 

Additions 11.171,10 

Reductions  0,00 

Balance on 30.09.2008 90.431,78 

Unamortized value  

On 01.01.2008 21.904,12 

On 30.09.2008 13.233,02 

 

 

Value of acquisition or 

evaluation  

Inventory on 01.01.2007 94.356,43 

Additions 6.192,61 

Reductions  0,00 

Balance on 30.09.2007 100.549,04 

Accumulated amortizations   

Inventory on 01.01.2007 59.173,77 

Additions 14.711,35 

Reductions  0,00 

Balance on 30.09.2007 73.885,12 

Unamortized value  

On 01.01.2007 35.182,66 

On 30.09.2007 26.663,92 
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3. Postponed tax obligations 

Below follows the activity and the balances of the postponed tax demands.  

 Balances 

 30.09.08  31.12.07 

Balances on the start of the accounting period 44.423,48  16.304,60 

Charges (credits) on the accounting period results 23.947,25  28.118,88 

Balances at the end of the accounting period 68.370,73  44.423,48 

 

4. Reserves 

The balances of the reserves on 30.09.08 and 31.12.07 respectively are noted below:  

       Balances 

Reserves  30.09.08  31.12.07 

Commodities   1.645.356,35  2.184.844,50 

 

It is noted that the cost of the reserves, registered as an expense in the cost of sold items, 

for the period from 01.01.08 until 30.09.08 reached the amount of €8.616.369,90 along 

with an amount of €60.665,68 which refers to sales expenses (total cost for the period 

€8.677.035,58).  

5. Demands from customers 

The balances from the other collectable accounts are analyzed below:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It is noted that the company is not under any credit risk, due to the large number and 

diversity of its customers.  

        Balances 

Demands   30.09.08  31.12.07 

Customers   4.482.460,13  5.001.477,97 

Promissory notes and checks 

collectable  4.365.512,69  4.234.959,57 

Impairment projections   -336.541,41  -256.541,41 

Total  8.511.431,41  8.979.896,13 
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6. Other demands 

The balances from the other demands are analyzed below:  

  Balances 

  30.09.08  31.12.07 

Greek State, tax prepayment   363.680,52  363.590,26 

Transitional accounts  54.683,41  22.919,41 

Other demands  35.436,94  10.783,19 

Total  453.800,87  397.292,86 

 

7. Cash available and equivalents   

The balances of the cash available and of their equivalents are analyzed as follows:  

 

  Balances 

Cash Available  30.09.08  31.12.07 

Available in treasury   32.861,56  20.327,09 

Available in banks   207.575,00  231.625,40 

Total  240.436,56  251.952,49 

 

8.  Net worth accounts  

The balances of the net worth accounts on 30.09.08 and on 31.12.07 are as follows:  

                                                                                             30.09.08                   31.12.07 

Capital stock  3.825.000,00  3.825.000,00 

Reserves above par  3.293.857,69  3.293.857,69 

Other reserves  772.965,18  687.965,18 

Balance of profits carried forward  5.732.571,44  5.357.974,09 

Revaluation differences   89.524,90  89.524,90 

Net worth total  13.713.919,21  13.254.321,86 
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The amount of the issued and fully paid shares reaches the amount of 7.500.000 common 

nominal shares, of face value €0,51 each.  With the decision, dated 20.06.2006, of the 

annual regular General Assembly of the company shareholders, the capital stock of the 

company was increased with an amount of €1.950.000 by capitalizing part of the reserves 

“reserves of fair value”; this increase was implemented by combining the increase of the 

face value for all the shares of the Company, from €0,30 to €0,51, with the issuing of 

1.250.000 new shares, of €0,51 face value each.   

This increase was approved by the decision, no.: K2-18141/22-12-2006 issued by the 

Ministry for the Development, which was published as required by the law.  All shares 

are fully paid and there are no repayment options.   

 

The change in the reserves, an amount of €85.000,00, is due to the allocation of the 

profits for the 2007 fiscal year, in accordance to the decision, dated 10.6.2008, of the 

Shareholder’s Regular General Assembly.   

 

9. Short-term loans 

The balances from the short-term loans are analyzed below:  

 

  Balances 

Short-term loans  30.09.08  31.12.07 

Bank loans  1.020.828,90  2.435.622,58 

Total  1.020.828,90  2.435.622,58 
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10. Suppliers and other obligations 

The balances from the payable accounts are analyzed below:  

  Balances 

Payable accounts   30.09.08  31.12.07 

Suppliers  340.040,07  558.487,89 

Payable checks – promissory notes  1.203.850,83  1.105.492,69 

Payable dividends   1.679,36  1.568,36 

Other Taxes  147.139,70  273.287,41 

Insurance organizations   48.142,49  90.876,55 

Transitional accounts  99.188,00  30.713,16 

Various creditors   105.699,42  44.406,74 

Total  1.945.739,87  2.104.832,80 

 

11. Sales 

The company turnover, per main category of commodities, on 30.09.2008 and 

30.09.2007, is analyzed below: 

 Balances 

Description 30.09.2008 30.09.2007 

MIXTURES 1.900.965 1.664.794 

MARGARINE  1.632.992 1.545.040 

BUTTERS 1.256.091 1.501.246 

CREAMS 1.388.615 1.195.243 

DELIFRUIT 1.237.096 1.141.037 

ICE-CREAM PRODUCTS 1.151.689 958.815 

DARK CHOCOLATES 868.140 798.104 

ARTIFICIAL MILK CREAM 617.363 625.137 

BREAD MIXTURES 610.803 429.800 

JELLIES  605.407 589.910 

OTHER ITEMS 1.852.542 1.788.245 

Total 13.121.703 12.237.371 

Cost of sold items 8.677.036 8.223.717 

Gross profit 4.444.667 4.013.654 
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It is noted that the cost of sold items includes an amount of €60.665,68 , which refers to 

direct costs of sales.  

 

12. Other incomes 

The remaining incomes of the company, on 30.09.2008 and 30.09.2007, itemized in their 

respective categories, are analyzed below:  

 

 30.09.2008 30.09.2007 

 Incomes from exploitation of purchases 

and from the suppliers’ payment manner.  137.066,92 112.257,01 

  Participation of foreign houses in 

exhibitions – Advertisement  9.500,00   58.050,28 

TOTAL 146.566,92 170.307,29 

 

13. Analysis of expenses per category  

The analysis of the company expenses and their allocation to the operations is as follows:  

 

Period from 01.01.08 until 30.09.08 

  

Type of expense 
Cost of sold 

items 
Administration 

expenses 
Allocation 

expenses 
Financial 

expenses Total 

Personnel fees and expenses 0,00 206.316,58 1.376.847,99 0,00 1.583.164,57 

Third party fees and expenses 39.750,00 128.393,00 156.343,62 0,00 324.486,62 

Third party provisions  0,00 51.616,31 241.405,98 0,00 293.022,29 

Fees - Taxes 0,00 9.450,58 15.601,37 0,00 25.051,95 

Various expenses  20.915,68 61.924,21 375.237,43 0,00 458.077,32 

Interests and relative expenses 0,00 0,00 0,00 82.381,54 82.381,54 

Amortizations of intangible assets  0,00 4.571,24 175.039,77 0,00 179.611,01 

Amortizations of intangible assets  0,00 1.611,11 9.559,99 0,00 11.171,10 

Cost of reserves  8.616.369,90 0,00 0,00 0,00 8.616.369,90 

Total 8.677.035,58 463.883,03 2.350.036,15 82.381,54 11.573.336,30 
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Period from 01.01.07 until 30.09.07 

 

 

  

Type of expense 
Cost of sold 

items 
Administration 

expenses 
Allocation 

expenses 
Financial 

expenses Total 

Personnel fees and expenses 0,00 194.773,25 1.176.026,70 0,00 1.370.799,95 

Third party fees and expenses 0,00 148.097,76 117.308,34 0,00 265.406,10 

Third party provisions  0,00 57.080,13 231.439,88 0,00 288.520,01 

Fees - Taxes 0,00 6.768,64 22.539,48 0,00 29.308,12 

Various expenses  0,00 122.719,69 349.190,17 0,00 471.909,86 

Interests and relative expenses 0,00 0,00 0,00 54.027,86 54.027,86 

Amortizations from tangible 

assets  0,00 5.197,19 194.193,00 0,00 199.390,19 

Amortizations of intangible assets  0,00 1.578,92 13.132,43 0,00 14.711,35 

Cost of reserves  8.223.716,61 0,00 0,00 0,00 8.223.716,61 

Total 8.223.716,61 536.215,58 2.103.830,00 54.027,86 10.917.790,05 

 

14. Income tax 

The activity of the income tax for the 01.01-30.09.08 and 01.01-30.09.07 periods is as 

follows:  

 

 Balances 

Description 30.09.08 30.09.07 

Income tax 382.297,06 330.636,54 

Postponed tax of results  23.947,26 24.578,58 

Total 406.244,32 355.215,12 

 

15.  Event after the preparation date of the Financial Statements  

Apart from the above mentioned events, no events have occurred after the preparation of 

the financial statements, that would affect the Company and which should be mentioned, 

in accordance to the International Accounting Standards (IAS).  
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16.  Existing tangible liens 

No tangible liens have been placed on the fixed assets of the company. 

 

17. Probable demands – Obligations  

Information in relation to probable obligations  

There are no litigious or under arbitration differences among court and arbitration 

instruments that have or may have a significant effect to the financial status or operation 

of the company.  

 

Information in relation to probable demands 

There are no probable demands requiring special reference in the financial statements of 

company.  

 

18. Purchases and sales of tangible fixed assets  

The investments in fixed equipment for the period between 01.01.2008 and 30.09.2008 

reached the amount of €81,366.56. 

 

 19. Unaudited tax accounting periods 

The company has been audited in terms of its tax obligations for up to the 2004 fiscal 

year. As a result, the unaudited tax fiscal years are the years of 2005, 2006, 2007. For the 

above purpose, and in view of the future tax audit, a projection has been formed for the 

above accounting periods, equal to €100.000,00.              

                                                                                                                                       

20. Employed personnel  

 Employed personnel on 30/9/2008:  In the Company: 71 persons.  

 Employed personnel on 30.09.07:  In the Company: 66 persons.  
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21. Transactions with parties connected to the Company  

There are no participations in subsidiary or relative companies; the financial statements of 

the company are not included in the consolidation of other companies.   

 

The transactions of the company with the connected parties, as provided for by the IAS 

24, are as follows: 

 
 

Provisions to the administration and members of the company 

 30.09.08 30.09.07 

  Remuneration for the members of the Board of Directors 

and for Directing executives 176.553,00 176.553,00 

   

  Wages and other short-term labor provisions 

154.501,00 118.681,85 

   

Total 331.054,00 295.234,85 

   

  Demands by Directive executives and members of the 

Board of Directors 14.466,12 0,00 

   

  Obligations towards Directive executives and members of 

the Board of Directors 47.711,76 15.468.69 

 

 

No loans have been allocated to members of the Board, or to any other directing 

executives of the company (or to their families).   


